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Interconnect Coupling-Aware Driver Modeling in Static
Noise Analysis for Nanometer Circuits

Xiaoliang Bai, Rajit Chandra, Sujit Dey, and Prasanna V. Srinivas

Abstract—With geometries shrinking in nanometer technolo-
gies, crosstalk noise becomes a critical issue. Modern designs like
system-on-chips have millions of noise-prone nodes, mandating fast yet
accurate crosstalk noise analysis techniques. Using linear circuit model,
static noise analysis can efficiently estimate crosstalk noise. Traditionally
in static noise analysis, drivers’ holding resistances are precharacterized
without considering the potential impact of crosstalk noise. However,
crosstalk induced voltage fluctuation strongly affects the behavior of
nonlinear drivers. When facing different coupling interconnects and hence
crosstalk noise, a driver’s holding resistance can change dramatically. In
nanometer circuits, this substantial variation of nonlinear drivers cannot
be totally ignored. To achieve high-quality in noise estimation yet maintain
the efficiency of linear circuit model, we propose a novel interconnect
coupling-aware driver modeling method. Based on layout-extracted
interconnect parameters and precharacterized driver models, an effective
holding resistance is calculated to capture the impact of the nonlinear
driver. Multiple aggressors with synchronous and asynchronous switching
activities are also considered. The proposed method is simple, efficient,
and enables on-the-fly calculation of the effective holding resistance.
Experiments show that with negligible computation overhead, the cou-
pling-aware driver modeling methodology can significantly improve the
quality of static noise analysis.

Index Terms—Driver, interconnect, noise analysis, signal integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Crosstalk is becoming an increasingly significant noise source in
nanometer circuits, especially for low-power, high-performance de-
signs. Due to high density interconnect, fast signal transition and small
noise margin, crosstalk noise is one of the crucial issues that need to
be addressed accurately and efficiently. Transistor-level simulation like
SPICE is accurate but surfers from capacity limitation and time-con-
suming performance. For a modern design with millions of wires, tran-
sistor-level simulation becomes infeasible. Fast and accurate crosstalk
estimation technique is needed to quickly identify nets that violate
noise margins. In contrast to transistor-level simulation, static noise
analysis can significantly speedup the noise analysis process by using
linear circuit models with precharacterized gate models.

Various analytical noise-estimation models were proposed [1]–[3].
Much of the research effort was invested in modeling the intercon-
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Fig. 1. Cross-coupling wires in layout.

nect and noise propagation property of receivers. Drivers were simply
precharacterized with quiet (noiseless) inputs and outputs. However,
with the interconnect voltage disturbed by crosstalk noise, the non-
linear driver behaves considerably different from the noiseless situ-
ation. The ability to accurately and efficiently model drivers under
crosstalk noise perturbation will help to improve the quality of static
noise analysis.

Fig. 1 shows an example of coupling wires in layout. The wire-
under-concern is normally referred to as the victim, and wires coupling
to the victim though capacitances are aggressors. In Fig. 1, there are
two wires coupling to each other: one wire is from an AND gate to an
NOR gate, another wire is from an INV gate to a BUF gate. If we con-
sider the wire from INV to BUF as the victim, then the wire from AND to
NOR is the aggressor. To model the distributed nature of interconnect,
coupling wires can be divided into different sections [2]. The parallel
sections are coupling sections. From drivers to coupling sections are
before coupling sections, and from the coupling sections to receivers
are after coupling sections. Different sections of the victim wire are il-
lustrated explicitly in Fig. 1.

Linear circuit model is normally used in static noise analysis. Each
section of the wire can be modeled by single or multiple lumped RC
segments, as shown in Fig. 2. Different sections of the victim are la-
beled corresponding to the physical sections in the layout. Based on
technology parameters, the number of RC segments needed to suffi-
ciently model the distributed effect for each section of coupling inter-
connects, can be determined [4]. The aggressor driver is modeled by
a Thevenin equivalent circuit [5], which consists of a saturated ramp
voltage source and a resistance. The victim driver is simply modeled
by a precharacterized holding resistance [6].

The victim driver’s holding resistance is normally precharacterized
using quiet inputs and outputs, without considering crosstalk noise per-
turbation. For a given standard cell, this single holding resistance value
is used for all instantiations of the standard cell. However, the voltage
of the victim driver’s output is modulated by interconnect noise. Dif-
ferent wires will have different crosstalk noise sources. Even though
the drivers are the same, the behavior can be totally dissimilar.

As a result of the changing voltage, a driver’s holding resistance
varies under noise interference and becomes a function of the output
voltage Vdriver out. The voltage change induced by noise acts as a
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Fig. 2. Linear circuit model (with multiple PI segments).

Fig. 3. Driver’s holding resistance changes with V .

voltage source. Therefore, instead of a constant Thevenin resistance,
the driver’s holding resistance is indeed a voltage-controlled resistance.

Using small signal analysis, the voltage-controlled holding resis-
tance can be precharacterized with the dc value of the output voltage
sweeping from GND to VDD. The characterization results of INV, NAND,
NOR, AOI, and OAI gates are shown in Fig. 3. The x axis is the voltage
sourceVdriver out and the y axis is the driver’s holding resistance. With
the voltage source sweeping from 0 to VDD (1 v in these experiments),
the holding resistance of INV gate changes from 3 to 14 k.

Closed-form formulas using different RC models such as L-type RC
circuit [7], PI model [3], [8], 2-PI model [2], and 4-PI model [11] were
developed based on different linear circuit models. One factor that af-
fects the quality of static noise analysis is how good the linear model
approximates the nonlinear circuit. Since driver’s holding resistance
can change dramatically, this potential variation has to be considered.
However, most of the current noise estimation methods do not consider
the driver’s nonlinear property. Instead, a simple steady holding resis-
tance Rsteady is used.

Fig. 4 shows SPICE simulation waveforms of crosstalk noise using
different models for the INV gate: a nonlinear transistor model, the
largest driver holding resistance value (14 k), the medium driver
holding resistance value (7 k), and the smallest holding resistance
value (3 k), respectively. The model with the largest possible holding
resistance value overestimates the noise, whereas the model with the
smallest holding resistance value underestimates the noise. In this ex-
ample, the model with the medium resistance value overestimates the
noise, but it may also underestimate the crosstalk noise for some other
coupling situations. Using a single steady holding resistance (Rsteady)
for all instantiations of the gate may lead to large, unacceptable errors
in noise estimation. Hence, a simple yet accurate modeling method is
needed to efficiently capture the driver’s nonlinear property.

A simulation-based method has been proposed to model switching
drivers in noise-induced delay variation analysis [9]. A linear sim-
ulation waveform is firstly recorded and a noise-induced current is
calculated. Then, nonlinear simulations with and without the injected
noise current are performed and compared against each other. Finally,
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Fig. 4. Simulation results with different R ’s and transistors.

a transient holding resistance is calculated. Comparing with the simple
Thevenin resistance driver model [5], the simulation-based method
greatly improves the accuracy. However, nonlinear circuit-level
simulations and large lookup tables are needed, rendering it an
accurate but expensive solution. In [10], driver is modeled by solving
nonlinear differential equations separately and iteratively to achieve a
better balance of accuracy and efficiency. Noise propagation is also
considered in the method proposed in [10].

In this paper, we propose a simple yet accurate method to charac-
terize and calculate effective holding resistances for the quiet victim
drivers (aggressor is switching but the victim is intended to be stable)
in static noise analysis. This method is interconnect coupling noise
aware, captures the distributed nature of interconnects and is flexible
to be used with different advanced interconnect noise estimation
models. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed method of calculating effective holding resis-
tances for quiet victim drivers based on physical information extracted
from layout. In order to capture the distributed property of cross-cou-
pling wires, an extended 2-PI model is also developed. Section III
extends the method to handle synchronous and asynchronous multiple
aggressors. In Section IV, we report experiments on different gates,
demonstrating the accuracy of the coupling-aware driver modeling
method. Section V concludes this paper.

II. EFFECTIVE HOLDING RESISTANCE

To accurately model the nonlinear driver in static-noise analysis, the
relationships among the holding resistance, the noise waveform and
the coupling interconnects need to be carefully studied. In this section,
we will use the INV gate as an example to develop the coupling-aware
driver modeling method. In later sections, the proposed method will
be validated on various gates and extended to handle situations with
multiple aggressors.

A. Voltage-Controlled Resistance

Crosstalk noise on the victim wire modulates the nonlinear driver’s
holding resistance. Based on the holding resistance characterization
data Rdv(v) in Fig. 3 and the noise waveform v(t) using nonlinear

model in Fig. 4, we can get the function of the changing holding re-
sistance over time Rdv(t). The function for the gate INV is shown in
Fig. 5.

The same driver that drives different interconnect parameters will
have totally different holding resistances because of the impact of cou-
pling noise. In order to efficiently estimate the noise’s impact on a
driver, a simple relationship between the holding resistance and the
output voltage source is preferred.

From Fig. 3 we notice that the relationship of the holding resistance
with respect to the output voltage can be approximated by a linear func-
tion

Rdv(v) = kv +R0 (1)

whereR0 is the smallest steady holding resistance and k is the gradient
with respect to the voltage at driver’s output node.

Similarly, other gates, like AND, NOR, AOI, and OAI, can also be char-
acterized and the R–V relations can be approximated by (1). Although
this simplified linear relation ignores some detailed nonlinear factors
in the R–V curves, later our experiments will show that it provides a
sufficiently accurate and efficient solution for static noise analysis.

As shown in Fig. 5, the holding resistance is modulated by intercon-
nect noise. If the noise waveform v(t) is known, we will be able to get
the “holding resistance” value at any given time

Rdv(t) = kv(t) +R0: (2)

Next, we present a scalable and flexible noise-estimation technique
that will be used to provide driver-end noise waveform v(t) in the cou-
pling-aware driver-modeling method.

B. Extended 2-PI Model

To facilitate fast and accurate noise estimation, we extended the 2-PI
model [2] to consider interconnect distributed property, not only for the
victim, but also for the aggressor. Unlike the 4-PI model [11], the ex-
tended 2-PI model does not need to decouple the aggressor and the
victim. The extended 2-PI model can handle various coupling situa-
tions: the signal propagation directions of coupling wires can be same
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Fig. 5. Drive holding resistance changes over time.

Fig. 6. Simple example of linear circuit (single RC segment for each section).

or reversed; the victim can have single/multiple aggressors and the cou-
pling can happen at different locations with multiple coupling noise
sources.

The extended 2-PI model can have an arbitrary number of RC seg-
ments for each sections (coupling, before coupling, and after coupling),
as shown by the example in Fig. 2. It models the aggressor-slew degra-
dation and can provide moments for any node of interest on the cou-
pling interconnects. Next, we will use a simple linear circuit as an ex-
ample. As shown in Fig. 6, we use one RC segment for each section
(before coupling, coupling, and after coupling) in this example. Note
that the extended 2-PI model can handle linear circuits with arbitrary
number of RC segments.

In the example shown in Fig. 6, the coupling nodes are set to be the
center of the coupling sections for the victim and aggressor, respec-
tively. Suppose the length of the victim’s coupling section is Lc, the
length of before coupling section isLs, and the length of after coupling
section isLe (as shown in Fig. 1). The coupling node is set toLs+Lc=2
from the driver.Rsa andRsv are the total wire resistances from drivers
to the coupling nodes for the aggressor and victim, respectively. Rea

and Rev are the total wire resistances from the coupling nodes to the
receivers of the aggressor and victim wires, respectively. The capaci-
tances (CLa; C1a;C2a) and (CLv; C1v; C2v) are the load and ground
capacitances of the aggressor and victim. Cx is the cross-coupling ca-
pacitance of the coupling sections. The parameters of the linear circuit
are calculated based on the corresponding physical information [2].

Similar to asymptotic waveform evaluation in [12] and [13], the mo-
ment-matching technique is adapted and used to analyze the coupling
RC network: coupling capacitance is replaced with voltage-controlled
current source. Using impulse as input stimulus, the transfer function’s
moments can be calculated recursively by simple dc analysis. In this
example, the zeroth moments for the aggressor and victim are

ma1

0 = ma2

0 = ma3

0 = 1

mv1

0 = mv2

0 = mv3

0 = 0: (3)

Here, ma1

0 stands for the zeroth voltage moment of node na1 of the
aggressor in Fig. 6.
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Replacing capacitances with current sources, we can calculate the
first moments

ma1
1 = �Rda(C1a + C2a + CLa + Cx)

ma2
1 = �Rda(C1a + C2a + CLa + Cx)

�Rsa(C2a + CLa + Cx)

ma3
1 = �Rda(C1a + C2a + CLa + Cx)

�Rsa(C2a + CLa + Cx)�ReaCLa

mv1
1 = RdvCx

mv2
1 = (Rdv +Rsv)Cx

mv3
1 = (Rdv +Rsv)Cx = mv2

1 (4)

and the second moments can be calculated by using the first moments

ma1
2 = �Rda ma1

1 C1a +ma2
1 C2a

+ ma3
1 CLa + ma2

1 �mv2
1 Cx

ma2
2 = �Rda ma1

1 C1a +ma2
1 C2a

+ ma3
1 CLa + ma2

1 �ma2
1 Cx

ma3
2 = ma2

2 �Ream
a3
1 CLa

�Rsa ma2
1 C2a +ma3

1 CLa + ma2
1 �mv2

1 Cx

mv1
2 = �Rdv mv1

1 C1v +mv2
1 C2v +mv3

1 CLv

+ mv2
1 �ma2

1 Cx : (5)

Using one pole model to approximate the transfer function for victim
driver-end node nv1, we have

H(s) =
a1s

b1s+ 1
= mv1

1 +mv1
a s+mv1

2 s2: (6)

From (6), we can get

a1 = mv1
1 and b1 =

mv1
2

mv1
1

: (7)

Suppose the aggressor’s voltage source is modeled by a saturated
ramp with a rising time Tr , then the noise voltage at node nv1 is

Vv1(s) = H(s) � Vagg(s) =
a1s

b1s+ 1
�
1� e�sT

s2Tr
(8)

By translating formula (8) back to time domain, we have the noise
waveform function for driver-end node nv1:

vdriver out(t) = vv1(t) =

a

T
1� e ; 0 � t � Tr

a

T
e � e ; t � Tr:

(9)
In a first order approximation, the maximum value of the noise oc-

curs at time Tr . Thus, the noise magnitude vmag is

vmag =
a1
Tr

1� e : (10)

With the knowledge of voltage-controlled holding resistance and the
noise waveform at the victim’s driver-end node, we will be able to es-
timate the noise-induced variations on the driver’s holding resistance
in the next section.

C. Effective Holding-Resistance Approximation

To capture the nonlinear behavior of the driver over a specified time
span, an effective holding resistance can be calculated for the linear
circuit, such that the estimated noise magnitude and area (under noise
waveform) will be close to the nonlinear circuit model. From Section

II-A, we know that the victim driver’s holding resistance is a function
of the driver-end node voltage. If a noise occurs, the holding resistance
will be different from the R0. Using a positive glitch (noise generated
on signal “0” toward “1”) as an example, the aggressor switches at time
0 and a positive glitch will be generated on the victim. At time T1, the
noise voltage drops to a voltage level Vzero th, such that the perturba-
tion on the holding resistance can be safely neglected. To model the
overall effect of the changing resistance, we use an average holding re-
sistance value for the period of noise (0 � T1). Therefore, the time
constant of the linear circuit will be the same as the average value of
the time constant of the nonlinear circuit. The average holding resis-
tance value,Rdv e� , is an effective holding resistance. Selection of the
Vzero th and, hence, the noise settle down time T1 plays an important
role here. The larger the voltage Vzero th is, the more important for the
higher section of the noise’s waveform will be, and a larger effective
holding resistance will be calculated. Since different circuits will have
different noise magnitudes, we choose Vzero th to be proportional to
noise magnitudes, e.g., 1=n of the magnitudes

v(T1) = vzero th =
1

n
vmag: (11)

Here, the “n” is a user controllable parameter. It can be tuned for
different designs/technologies to achieve optimal results.

From (9)–(11), we have

T1 = Tr + b1 lnn: (12)

Then, the driver’s effective holding resistance, which is the average
holding resistance from time 0 to T1, can be calculated as

Rdv e� =

T

0

Rdv(t)dt

T1
= k

T

0

v1(t)dt

T1
+R0: (13)

Thus, from (9) and (13) we have

Rdv e� =
k

T1
a1 +

a1b1
Tr

e �
1

n
+R0: (14)

The calculation of the effective holding resistance is a “chicken and
egg” problem: Rdv e� is a function of the noise, whereas the noise
estimation is strongly affected by the holding resistance, which is not
known a priori. Hence, we use an iterative procedure to solve the
problem.

Step 1) Set initial Re� value using Rsteady .
Step 2) Calculate the moments for all nodes.
Step 3) Calculate the noise settle down time T1 using (12).
Step 4) Calculate a temp-effective holding resistance Re� using

(14).
Step 5) If the change of Re� is larger than stop criterion, use Re�

as initial value and go to Step 2.
Since this method only involves closed-form formulas and simple

dc analysis for moment calculations, the iteration requires little com-
putation effort. After the iteration procedure converges, we will have
an effective holding resistance. Moments calculated in this procedure
can also be used to estimate the induced noise at the receiver-end node.

III. MULTIPLE AGGRESSORS

In real designs, a wire normally faces noise sources consisting of
multiple aggressors. In this section, we address the driver’s modeling
problem for multiple-aggressors. An example circuit with multiple ag-
gressors is shown in Fig. 7. For the purpose of illustration, we assume
that two aggressors A1 and A2 are attacking the victim. Traditionally,
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Fig. 7. Victim wire facing multiple aggressors.

Fig. 8. Multiple aggressors and corresponding noise waveforms. (a)
Aggressors’ signals. (b) Noise cause by aggressor A . (c) Noise cause by
aggressor A .

each aggressor/victim pair is analyzed separately. Then, superposition
of two noise waveforms is performed with a steady holding resistance
as the victim’s driver model. However, the direct use of superposition
will introduce large error, and the victim driver’s nonlinear property
cannot be safely neglected.

In the coupling-aware driver-modeling method, a corresponding
linear RC circuit is constructed for each aggressor-victim pair. Taking
advantage of the simplified linear relationship between the holding
resistance and the output voltage, (13) can be extended to calculate the
effective holding resistance for a victim that faces multiple aggressors

Rdv e� =

T

0

Rdv(t)dt

T
= k

i2aggressors

T

0

vi(t)dt

Ti
+R0: (15)

Next, we will illustrate the noise estimation process under situations
with synchronous and asynchronous aggressors.

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF LINEAR CIRCUIT MODELS USING R

AND R DRIVER MODELS

A. Synchronous Switching Aggressors

For synchronous aggressors, the effective holding resistance
should consider the noise perturbations from all the aggressors. Even
though separate linear-circuit models are constructed for each ag-
gressor-victim pair, they actually share the same driver. The procedure
of calculating the effective holding resistance is similar to the one for
single aggressor. The only difference is that this iteration procedure
involves noise estimations for the all the aggressor-victim pairs.
Impacts from all the aggressors are considered in order to calculate
the effective holding resistance, as shown in (15). After the iteration
procedure converges, superposition can be applied to estimate the
overall noise effect using the effective holding resistance.

B. Overlapping Asynchronous Switching Aggressors

For situations in which multiple aggressors are asynchronous and the
noise waveforms overlap each other, noise analysis can be performed
in a multisegment fashion. Suppose aggressor A1 switches at time 0,
and the noise settles down at time T2. AggressorA2 switches at timeT1
and the noise settles down at timeT3. Without loss of generality, we can
assume 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 as an example. Fig. 8(a) shows the signals
of two aggressors in such a situation. The switching signal of aggressor
A1 is shown by a dotted line, and the switching signal of aggressor A2

is shown by a solid line. The corresponding noise waveforms, which
are generated by only one active aggressor (assume another is quiet)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Comparison: linear model (using effective holding resistance) versus
nonlinear model. (a) Noise magnitude. (b) Noise area.

are shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c) for aggressor A1 and A2, respectively.
Note that in the steady holding resistance method, the overall noise
effect is calculated by simply superposing these two noise waveforms.

In the coupling-aware driver-modeling method, the noise waveforms
are first estimated and examined for timing information. According to
the switching time of aggressors and the estimated noise waveforms,
the combined crosstalk noise will be analyzed in three time periods for
this example: 0 � T1; T1 � T2, and T2 � T3. There are three effective
holding resistances Re�1; Re�2, and Re�3, corresponding to the three
time periods. Using (15) with the corresponding active aggressor(s) in
each period, we have

Re�1 = k

T

0

v1(t)dt

T1
+R0 (16)

Re�2 = k

T

T

(v1(t) + v2(t))dt

T2 � T1
+R0 (17)

Fig. 10. Simulation waveforms using R ; R and nonlinear model.

Fig. 11. Noise waveforms using steady, effective holding resistance and
nonlinear model.

Re�3 = k

T

T

v2(t)dt

T3 � T2
+R0: (18)

Linear circuits with Re�1; Re�2, and Re�3 will be used in static
noise analysis for the corresponding time periods.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted to validate the proposed method. Using
parameters of a 0.18-�m technology extracted from the ITRS roadmap
[14], we construct test cases by randomly generating coupling inter-
connects. The length of the before coupling, after coupling, and cou-
pling sections varies from 1 to 3000 �m. The aggressor’s driver slew
changes from 10 to 300 ps and the load capacitances are in the range of
4 to 50 pF. For each randomly generated test case, an effective holding
resistance is calculated using the proposed method. Linear circuits with
the effective holding resistance and different steady holding resistances
(the smallest value, the medium value, and the largest value) are simu-
lated and compared with circuits using nonlinear driver model. Exper-
iments were conducted for INV, NAND, and AOI gates.
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TABLE II
ACCURACY OF STATIC NOISE ESTIMATION (NOISE MAGNITUDE) USING DIFFERENT MODELS

Whether a noise can cause an error depends on not only the noise
magnitude but also the area of the noise waveform (the energy of the
noise). Therefore, for all the test cases we compare both the magnitude
and the area of the noise waveforms. The simulations are conducted
with nonlinear transistors, effective holding resistance, and different
steady holding resistances as the driver models, respectively. The non-
linear model acts as a golden reference and errors are calculated by
comparing with the nonlinear model’s simulation results.

Table I shows errors in noise area and magnitude estimations, using
different linear circuit models. For 2000 randomly generated test cases,
the model using effective holding resistance shows significant advan-
tage in accuracy. The computation overhead of the effective holding
resistance method is small: on average, each test case takes 0.027 s
on a Sun Ultra 10 workstation, using Perl scripts. The execution time
includes reading and parsing parameter files, creating and changing di-
rectories and noise estimations. The iteration procedure also converges
very fast: for a stop criterion of 0.001 
, the largest number of iter-
ations is 8 and the average number of iterations is 6.05. In all these
experiments, we set the controllable parameter “n” to 10.

Fig. 9 shows scatter diagrams that compare the effective holding re-
sistance method (y axis) with the nonlinear model (x axis). Fig. 9(a) is
for noise magnitudes and Fig. 9(b) is for noise areas (energy). It shows
that over a large range of noise magnitude and energy, the effective
holding resistance method is consistently accurate.

The proposed method on multiple aggressors was also validated.
Test cases were randomly generated for the example described in Sec-
tion III. Fig. 10 shows the noise waveforms in one of the test cases, gen-
erated by using different driver modeling methods with synchronous
aggressors. Comparing with the steady holding resistance model, the
effective holding resistance method is much better in emulating the be-
havior of the nonlinear circuit.

For asynchronous aggressors, the effective holding resistance
method also shows significant improvement. In one randomly gener-
ated test case, aggressor A1 switches at time 0 with Tr1 = 129 ps and
another aggressor A2 switches at time T1 = 2 ns with Tr2 = 259 ps.
Fig. 11 shows simulation results of circuits using different driver
models. The waveform of the effective holding resistance consistently
approximates the waveform of the nonlinear circuit much better than
using the steady holding resistance in all of our experiments.

The improvement of using the effective holding resistance model in
static noise analysis was examined on test cases with synchronous mul-
tiple aggressors. Using the effective holding resistance driver model
and anRsteady model (the smallest value), static-noise analysis is per-
formed on 1000 randomly generated test cases, with randomly selected
transition directions of the aggressors’ signals. The estimated noise
magnitudes are compared with HSPICE simulation results. Table II
shows the average errors of using Re� and Rsteady methods for dif-
ferent drivers (INV, NAND, and AOI). Comparing with the steady holding
resistance method, the effective holding resistance method provides an
accurate yet efficient linear model for static crosstalk noise analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a simple yet efficient coupling-aware driver
modeling method for static noise analysis. Drivers are precharacter-

ized and an effective holding resistance is calculated based on layout-
extracted physical information of the coupling interconnects. Com-
paring with traditional steady holding resistance method, the coupling-
aware driver model is capable of capturing the behavior of the nonlinear
victim driver. It helps to enhance the quality of the static noise esti-
mation. Synchronous and asynchronous multiple aggressors are also
considered. The proposed method enables fast and accurate noise esti-
mation with negligible computation overhead.
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